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Abstract
Background: The commonly used flow models for Fiber Reinforced Polymers (FRPs) often neglect the flow-induced
anisotropy of the suspension, but with increasing fiber volume fraction, this plays an important role. There exist
already some models which count on this effect. They are, however, phenomenological and need a fitted model
parameter. In this paper, a micromechanically-based constitutive law is proposed which considers the flow-induced
anisotropic viscosity of the fiber suspension.
Methods: The introduced viscosity tensor can handle arbitrary anisotropy of the fluid-fiber suspension which
depends on the actual fiber orientation distribution. Assuming incompressible material behaviour, a homogenization
method for unidirectional structures in contribution with orientation averaging is used to determine the effective
viscosity tensor. The motion of rigid ellipsoidal fibers induced by the flow of the matrix material is described based on
Jeffery’s equation. The reorientation of the fibers is modeled in two ways: by describing them with fiber orientation
vectors, and by fiber orientation tensors. A numerical implementation of the introduced model is applied to
representative flow modes.
Results: The predicted effective stress values depending on the actual fiber orientation distribution through the
anisotropic viscosity are analyzed in transient and stationary flow cases. In the case of the assumed incompressibility,
they show similar effective viscous material behaviour as the results obtained by the use of the Dinh-Armstrong
constitutive law.
Conclusions: The introduced model is a possible way to describe the flow-induced anisotropic viscosity of a
fluid-fiber suspension based on the mean field theory.
Keywords: Anisotropic viscosity, Homogenization, Jeffery’s equation
Background
The orientation distribution of discontinuous fibers in a
composite has a considerable impact on the mechani-
cal properties of the reinforced material. To forecast the
final fiber orientation distribution of a produced part,
the flow process has to be simulated. Polymer-composites
containing short fiber reinforcements are often produced
through injection molding. Nowadays, with the compres-
sion molding technology also discontinuous long fiber
reinforced polymer parts can be produced.
The motivation of this work is to set up a
micromechanically-based rheological model which can
describe the flow-induced effective anisotropic viscous
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behaviour of a fiber suspension, depending on the fiber
orientation distribution in the fluid.
To describe the orientation state and the dynamics of
short rigid fibers in a numerically efficient way, Advani
and Tucker (1987) introduced the fiber orientation ten-
sors of the first kind (Kanatani 1984). Based on Jeffery’s
Equation (Jeffery 1922; Junk and Illner 2007), the motion
of a single rigid fiber in a Newtonian fluid and the change
of the orientation tensors can be described. In the lit-
erature, for many fiber systems, the fiber-fiber interac-
tions are modeled in different ways. The most often used
models are the Folgar-Tucker (1984), the Reduced Strain
Closure (Wang et al. 2008) and the Anisotropic Rotary
Diffusion (Phelps and Tucker III 2009). All of them are
already implemented in commercial software packages.
The rheology of fiber suspensions is also described by
various models in the literature. If the molten composite
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is considered to be linear and isotropic, then the viscosity
model used for Newtonian fluids is applicable. It would be
then sufficient to determine the effective scalar viscosity
of the mixture which can be measured, e.g., with a shear
rheometer.
But polymer melts show a strongly nonlinear behaviour,
see, e.g., (Ferry 1980). The stress is not directly pro-
portional to the strain rate, even not for pure molten
polymers. Considering filled polymer melts, the nonlinear
stress–strain rate relation is described, e.g., by (Poslinski
et al. 1988). In commercial software, for modeling the
flow of fiber reinforced polymer melts, the shear thinning
behaviour of the fiber-fluid mixture is implemented, but
the anisotropy of the suspension is mostly neglected.
There are also constitutive laws which consider the
anisotropic flow properties of fiber suspensions. One of
them is the Transversely Isotropic Fluid (TIF) model
from Ericksen (1960). The Phan-Thien–Graham model
(Phan-Thien and Graham 1991) is a modification of the
TIF model and it has the same structure as the Dinh-
Armstrong model (Dinh and Armstrong 1984). Both of
them depend linearly on the fourth order fiber orientation
tensor.
The objective of this paper is to propose a flow-
induced anisotropic viscosity model which depends on
the complete orientation information of the fibers.
The introduced method is based on a homogenization
scheme (Willis 1977), combined with orientation aver-
aging (Advani and Tucker III 1987). The fully coupled
fluid-fiber interaction is described. The evolution of the
fiber orientation distribution, caused by the flow, is inves-
tigated. The number of model parameters is kept min-
imal in order to reduce (future) measurement costs,
fitting efforts and uncertainties. A three-dimensional
numerical implementation of the presented model can
be done similar to (Ospald 2014) or (Schneider et al.
2015). The foregoing aspects contribute to the develop-




Effective stress in the case of incompressibility
It is assumed that the fluid-fiber suspension is incom-
pressible. The effective, i.e. macroscopic, Cauchy stress σ¯
is additively decomposed into a pressure-dependent
spherical and a pressure-independent deviatoric part
σ¯ = −p¯I + σ¯ ′. (1)
In this paper, only the pressure-independent deviatoric
part of the Cauchy stress σ¯ ′ is investigated, since p¯ is a
reaction force and follows from the boundary conditions.
Effective viscosity tensor
It is assumed that the effective viscous material behaviour
is physically linear. In such a case, the deviatoric effective
Cauchy stress σ¯ ′ is given by a linear mapping of the devi-
atoric effective strain rate D¯′ being the symmetric part of
the deviatoric effective velocity gradient
σ¯ ′ = V¯[ D¯′] . (2)
The assumption of a linear viscosity is a severe restric-
tion, because the molten polymer matrix and so the
matrix-fiber suspension show a strongly non-Newtonian
behaviour. Nonetheless, it is introduced due to the fact
that the homogenization of nonlinear material properties
is much more difficult. Hence, as a first step a physi-
cally linear model is considered. The effective viscosity
tensor V¯ is of fourth order which can take into account
an arbitrary anisotropy of the fluid-fiber suspension. V¯
depends on both the matrix behaviour, assumed to be
linear viscous, and on the geometry, orientation distribu-
tion, and arrangement of the fibers. In the following, the
effective viscosity tensor is estimated using a mean field
theory taking into account the linear viscous behaviour of
the matrix material, the geometry of the fibers, and their
orientation distribution. The interaction of fibers is not
explicitly considered. For the notation of the fourth order
viscosity tensor which has both the minor and the major
symmetry, the normalized Voigt notation is used (see, e.g.,
(Cowin and Mehrabadi 1987)) with which the tensor can
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Homogenization for the effective viscosity tensor
For estimating the effective linear viscosity tensor by
means of a mean field theory, the microstructure of the
fluid-fiber suspension is imaginarily decomposed into
unidirectional pseudo-domains similarly as in (Kammoun
et al. 2011). The pseudo-domains model one fiber and the
matrix environment. To each fiber α belongs such a uni-
directional pseudo-domain, with a transversely isotropic
(uni-directional) viscosity tensor V¯∼udα which belongs to
the family of TIF models. The overall effective linear vis-
cosity tensor V¯ is obtained by the orientation average of
the unidirectional viscosity tensors. The discrete version
of orientation averaging with equal weighted representa-
tive orientations is used, i.e. it is assumed that the fibers
have a constant aspect ratio and a constant volume frac-
tion. The number of fibers is denoted withM. In this case







The short fibers are considered to be rigid, which is
ensured in the model by infinite fiber viscosities.
Based on this assumption, each V¯udα is approximated
with the Hashin-Shtrikman lower bound (Willis 1977)
V¯
ud






where cf is the fiber- and cm is the matrix volume frac-
tion. Pα is the polarization tensor described, e.g., by
Walpole (1969) and Ponte Castaneda (1998) depending on
the matrix material properties and on the geometry and
the orientation of the fiber α. The properties of the matrix
viscosity Vm are discussed later.
The advantage of the Hashin-Shtrikman homogeniza-
tion method is that it is derived based on the variational
principle (Willis 1977), and the lower bound gives a finite
effective viscosity for the unidirectional pseudo-domain,
also in the case of infinitely viscous, i.e. rigid, fibers. The
disadvantage of this method is that we get only a lower
bound. The orientation averaging (4) gives a Voigt-type
average which is an upper bound for the dissipation.
Matrix behaviour
The viscous behaviour of the matrix is assumed to be
linear, isotropic and incompressible given by σm ′ =
V
m[Dm ′ ] with the isotropic matrix viscosity
V
m = 3ηvP1 + 2ηsP2, (6)
where ηv is the volume- and ηs is the shear viscosity of
the matrix material. The tensor P1 = I ⊗ I/3 and P2 =
I
s − P1 are the first- and the second projector tensors of
fourth order with major and minor symmetry, I is the sec-
ond order unit tensor, and Is is the symmetric part of the
fourth order unit tensor. Because of the assumed incom-
pressibility, only the P2 term of the matrix viscosity tensor
is relevant, the P1 term cancels out through D¯′. This
induces that the volume viscosity ηv in Vm has no influ-
ence in the case of incompressibility. From now on, the
notation Vm′ = ηsP2 is used. The polarization tensor Pα
depends in general also on ηv. For the case of incom-
pressibility, the effect of ηv can not be filtrated from Pα
as simply as from Vm. To ensure the incompressibility,
the limit of Pα is calculated for the case that ηv goes to
infinity. This limit results a singular polarization tensor P′α
which is inverted on the non-singular subspace on trace-
less tensors for (5). The consequent notation of V¯ for the
incompressible case would be V¯′, but the prime is dropped
for simpler notation.
Fiber orientation and reorientation
A short rigid fiber is described by a normalized orienta-
tion vector n = niei, where ni are the vector components
and ei the ortho-normal basis vectors. The orientation-
change of an ellipsoidal rigid fiber nα immersed in a
Newtonian-flow, is described by Jeffery’s Equation (Jeffery
1922; Junk and Illner 2007)
n˙α = W¯ [nα]+ξ¯ (D¯[nα]−(nα ⊗ nα ⊗ nα)[ D¯] ) ,
ξ¯ = a¯
2 − 1
a¯2 + 1 , a¯ = l¯/d¯,
(7)
where α = 1, 2, . . . ,M is the index of the fibers. W¯ is the
effective vorticity tensor, and D¯ is the effective strain rate
tensor, being the antisymmetric and the symmetric parts
of the effective velocity gradient L¯ = ∂ v¯/∂x, respectively.
ξ¯ is a geometry parameter of a representative fiber, deter-
mined through the aspect-ratio a¯, the length l¯, and the
diameter d¯. With the use of the dilute distribution approx-
imation, which assumes that the fibers do not have any
interaction with each other, Jeffery’s equation separately
describes the motion of allM pieces of fibers.
A statistical prediction of the fiber orientation state is of
interest. The statistical description of the fiber orientation
state is exactly given by the fiber orientation distribution
function (FODF) (Advani and Tucker III 1987; Kanatani
1984). Numerically, it is more efficient to approximate the
FODF with fiber orientation tensors. Advani and Tucker
(1987) defined the reducible, second- and fourth order










These orientation tensors are not only used to describe
the actual fiber orientation state (in terms of the lead-
ing moments of the FODF), but through the extension of
Jeffery’s Eq. (7), the change of the fiber orientation state is
directly approximated by the orientation tensors
˙¯N = W¯ N¯ − N¯W¯ + ξ¯ (D¯N¯ + N¯D¯ − 2N¯[ D¯] ). (9)
In the evolution equation of the second order fiber
orientation tensor N¯ , the fourth order fiber orientation
tensor N¯ appears. Analogously, in the evolution equation
of N¯, the next higher even order fiber orientation ten-
sor appears. Instead of the evolution equation of N¯, the
invariant-based optimal fitting (IBOF) closure (Chung
et al. 2002) is used to approximate the values of N¯ in each
time step, based on the invariants of N¯ .
With the use of the fiber orientation tensors, the orien-
tation evolution (7) can be calculated more efficiently (9).
Similarly, the orientation averaging (4) can also be done
numerically in a more efficient way with the help of the
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fiber orientation tensors, as it is described in (Advani and
Tucker III 1987).
The evolution of N¯ (9) can be calculated also with the
Fast Exact Closure (FEC) (Montgomery-Smith et al. 2011).
With the FEC, the exact solution of Jeffery’s equation is
obtained, if there are no fiber-fiber interactions and the
initial fiber orientation distribution is isotropic. Although
all test cases considered in this paper fulfil the mentioned
two criteria, we used the numerical IBOF closure to solve
Jeffery’s equation.
Due to the assumed incompressibility, only isochoric
deformations are allowed for the introduced model. That
means that D¯ is identical with its deviatoric part D¯′.
Jeffery’s Eq. (7) and its extension to second order tensors
(8) are valid for compressional cases, as well. Therefore,
(7) and (8) are denoted here in the general form with D¯.
Deformation, anisotropy, dimensionless and reduced
measures
As a scalar deformation measure, the effective von Mises









The anisotropy measures ||Taniso|| and ||Taniso|| of an
arbitrary second order tensorT and fourth order tensorT,
respectively, are calculated as
||Taniso|| = ||T − T iso|| , ||Taniso|| = ||T − Tiso||,
(11)
where
T iso = 13 (T · I)I , T
iso = (T · P1)P1 + 15 (T · P2)P2
(12)
are the isotropic parts of the corresponding tensors. It
is assumed that T has the major and the minor symme-
tries. The scalar products T · I and T · P2 are calculated
in Caresian coordinate systems by TijIij and TijklP2ijkl,
respectively, with the use of Einstein’s summation con-
vention. Since the three-dimensional space is considered
here, the summation indices are running from 1 to 3. ||.||
denotes the Frobenius norm.
The following dimensionless (η¯∗s , V¯∗) and reduced (σ¯ ∗)
measures are used:
η¯∗s = η¯s/ηs , V¯∗ = V¯/ηs , σ¯ ∗ = σ¯/ηs, (13)
where η¯s is the effective scalar shear viscosity of the
mixture, determined through
2η¯s = 15 V¯ · P2. (14)
Phenomenological model for comparison
In order to verify the proposed anisotropic material model
(2), it is compared to the Dinh and Armstrong (1984)
constitutive law (see also Latz et al. (2010)) through
the numerically determined stress values. The reduced
stress tensor σ¯ ∗ obtained by the introduced – mean field
homogenization based – rheology model (2) and (13) is
denoted for the comparison with σ¯mf, and the equation
through which it is defined, is given here for convenience
σ¯ ∗mf = V¯[ D¯′] /ηs. (15)
To calculate the fully coupled stress in the flow of short
fiber reinforced composites, Latz et al. (2010) uses the half
phenomenological Dinh-Armstrong model which is given
here for the case of incompressibility
σ¯ ∗ph = (2η¯s(Is + NpN¯)[ D¯′] /ηs)′, (16)
where Np is the coupling parameter and η¯s is the effective
scalar shear viscosity of the mixture, determined for the
comparison through (14). Please note, the difference lies
in the fact that (16) is linear in N¯, but (15) is a function
of N¯ and N¯ through (4) as it is described in (Advani and
Tucker III 1987).
Based on the model (15), an optimal Np is determined
for (16) with the least square approximation
d||σ¯ ∗mf − σ¯ ∗ph||
dNp
= 0 ⇒ Noptp (17)
for every time step. σ¯ ∗ph calculated with the optimal cou-
pling parameter Noptp is compared to σ¯ ∗mf in the Results
section.
Numerical implementation
Only one point of the macro-continuum is investigated
with stationary velocity gradient. M pieces of randomly
generated, equally distributed discrete orientation vectors
(Mardia and Jupp 2000), immersed in the liquid matrix,
are investigated.
The differential equations of the fiber reorientation (7)
and (9) and the deformation measure (10) are discretised
and numerically integrated with the use of the explicit
one-step method. The new orientation vectors are in each
time step normalized
nα(t + t) = nα(t) + n˙α(t)t||nα(t) + n˙α(t)t|| , (18)
and it is ensured that the new second order fiber orienta-
tion tensor has unit trace
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The model calculated based on (18), (7) and (8) is called
a discrete model. To calculate (19) with the use of (9)
(and with isotropic initial fiber orientation tensor N¯(0)), a
closure approximation is needed to approximate N¯ based
on N¯ in each time step, since otherwise the expression
(9) is undetermined. The models based on (19) calculated
with quadratic closure and with IBOF closure are called
here quadratic model and IBOF model, respectively.
The von Mises equivalent strain, determined through
ε¯M(t + t) = ε¯M(t) + ˙¯εM(t)t, (20)
is exact, because the velocity gradient is considered to be
constant. The time step size t was decreased until the
computations with the time increments 2t,t and t/2
gave the same results.
The chosen parameters for the simulation are listed
in Table 1. The discrete reference model is evaluated
withM = 1000 fibers. For short fibers, the infinite aspect
ratio is not realistic. In spite of that, the numerically more
challenging limit case (infinite aspect ratio) is investigated,
assuming immensely slender fibers. This induces, that the
geometry parameter ξ¯ = 1 in the Eqs. (7) and (9). a¯ influ-
ences the polarization tensor Pα , as well. Because of the
limit cases of immensely slender fibers (a¯ → ∞) and
incompressibility (ηv → ∞), Pα has two zero eigenval-
ues and it is inverted on its non-singular subspace for (5),
to avoid the blow up of V¯ud. The matrix shear viscos-
ity ηs is chosen to be 1 Pa s, because the homogenization
equation for V¯ is linear in η¯s. This means that V¯(η¯s) =
η¯sV¯(1) and V¯∗ = V¯(1). The calculations are carried out
with cf = 30% fiber volume fraction which is realistic for
sheet mould compounds with resin matrix, but not for
composites with a thermoplastic matrix.
Investigated, representative flowmodes
To validate the above described model, four representa-
tive isochoric flow modes are investigated: shear flow (sf ),
elongational flow (ef ), compressional flow (cf ), and a pla-
nar flow (pf) which is the superposition of an elongational
and a compressional flow. The corresponding velocity
gradients are given by
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where b is an arbitrary scalar factor which determines also
the magnitude of the strain rate. b has the dimension s−1.
The simulations are carried out with b = 1 s−1.
Results
Discrete pole figures
For the four representative flow modes, firstly the fiber
reorientations are investigated on discrete pole figures,
see Fig. 1. Each row belongs to one of the investigated flow
types. In the initial state – the most left pole figures in
Fig. 1, ε¯M = 0 – the 1000 directions have a randomly gen-
erated uniform distribution (Mardia and Jupp 2000). The
second and third pole figure in a row in Fig. 1 represent
the fiber orientation distribution at ε¯M = 3 and ε¯M = 6,
respectively. In the fourth pole figure in a row, the quasi-
stationary orientation distributions are plotted at ε¯M = 9.
These pole figures indicate that the quasi-stationary ori-
entation state for the shear flow and for the compressional
flow is nearly planar and planar, respectively. The quasi-
stationary orientation state for the elongational flow and
for the planar flow is unidirectional and nearly unidirec-
tional, respectively. A periodic solution does not appear
here, because the aspect ratio of the representative fiber is
set to infinity. For this case, the stationary solution is also
stated, e.g., by (Jeffery 1922) and (Junk and Illner 2007).
The approximation of the fiber reorientations with fiber
orientation tensors is discussed in the next subsection.
Component plots
In the following, the component plots of the second-
(N¯ ) and fourth- (N¯) order fiber orientation tensor, of
the dimensionless effective viscosity tensor (V¯∗) and of
the reduced effective stress tensor (σ¯ ∗) are shown and
described, for the four investigated flow cases.
Shear flow
In Fig. 2, the component plots for the shear flow are
depicted. The initial fiber orientation state is isotropic,
this is represented also in the second- and fourth order
fiber orientation tensor component plots in Fig. 2a
and b. The transient change of the fiber orientation is
anisotropic, and it is not transversely isotropic. In the
case of the shear flow the stationary state is not reached
until ε¯M = 15. The quasi-stationary orientation state
is nearly planar. In Fig. 2c, the transient change of the
components of the dimensionless fourth order effective
viscosity tensor V¯∗ is plotted. It is also isotropic in the
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Fig. 1 Stereographic pole figures. Evolution of 1000 orientations on pole figures. The initial orientation state (ε¯M = 0) is in all investigated cases
a randomly generated uniform distribution (left). The other pole figures show the orientation state at ε¯M = 3, ε¯M = 6 and ε¯M = 9 (right)
(a) Orientation evolution in shear flow (b) Orientation evolution in elongational flow (c) Orientation evolution in compressional flow (d) Orientation
evolution in planar flow
beginning and evolves anisotropy due to the flow. The
Cauchy stress tensor is anisotropic during the complete
investigated deformation process, as it is shown in Fig. 2d.
The component plot curves of N¯ graphically do not
represent more information for the reader than the
component plot curves of N¯ , although N¯ contains
more information with respect to the anisotropy of
the orientation distribution than N¯ . For this reason,
for the other three investigated flow cases, only the
component plots of N¯ , V¯∗ and σ¯ ∗ are given in the
following.
Comparison of the flow cases
First, the components of N¯ and V¯∗ are presented for
all four investigated flow cases in Fig. 3, where the
corresponding component plots of the shear flow case are
repeated in order to help comparison.
The reorientation of the fibers in the investigated
elongational flow is faster than in the shear flow.
The stationary state is reached in this case already at
about ε¯M = 6, as Fig. 3c and d show. The transient
change is transversely isotropic, and the stationary case is
unidirectional considering the fiber orientation.
In the case of the compressional flow, the reorientation
of the fibers is even faster than in the flow cases men-
tioned before. The stationary state is already reached at
about ε¯M = 4, as it is shown in Fig. 3e and f. The transient
change is, here, also transversely isotropic, as in the elon-
gational flow, but the end state is, here, a planar isotropic
one.
The investigated planar flow is a combination of an
elongational and a compressional flow. As Fig. 3g and
h show, the reorientation of the fibers is slower than in
the two investigated cases before, the stationary state is
reached only at about ε¯M = 8. The transient change is,
here, not transversely isotropic similarly as in the shear
flow. In the stationary case, the fiber orientation is unidi-
rectional.
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Fig. 2 Component plots - Shear flow. The component plots of the second- (N¯ ) and fourth- (N¯) order orientation tensors, and of the dimensionless
effective viscosity tensor (V¯∗) and of the reduced stress tensor (σ¯ ∗) vs. the von Mises equivalent strain rate (ε¯M), for the case of a shear flow
(a) Components of N¯ , shear flow (b) Components of N¯, shear flow (c) Components of V¯∗ , shear flow (d) Components of σ¯ ∗ , shear flow
Comparison of the twomodels
The differences and similarities between the models (15)
and (16) with Noptp for cf = 0.3 are shown in Fig. 4a–d.
The continuous lines represent the mean field theory
based model (the discrete model and the IBOF model
results in the same curves, as discussed in the next
section), and the dashed lines the phenomenological one.
The biggest difference is observed in the case of the
simple shear flow, see Fig. 4a. In the case of the elon-
gational and the compressional flow, the two models
(15) and (16) behave identically, in Fig. 4b and c, the
dashed lines cover the continuous ones. Regarding the
investigated planar flow, the difference between the two
models is smaller than in the case of the simple shear
flow. Based on the results shown in Fig. 4, the similar
behaviour of the mean field theory based model (15) and
the phenomenological model (16) is stated. This state-
ment is obtained assuming an incompressible material
behaviour.
Discussion
Relative calculation times and closure approximation
Implementing the orientation evolution with discrete
fibers (7) or with the help of fiber orientation tensors
(9) notably influences the calculation time. Figure 5a
shows the difference of the calculation times of a dis-
crete model with 1000 fibers, and the model with fiber
orientation tensors with the quadratic closure (Doi 1981)
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the flow cases by N¯ and V¯∗ . Comparison of the component plots of N¯ and V¯∗ for the four investigated flow cases
(a) Components of N¯ , shear flow (b) Components of V¯∗ , shear flow (c) Components of N¯ , elongational flow (d) Components of V¯∗ , elongational flow
(e) Comp. of N¯ , compressional flow (f) Components of V¯∗ , compressional flow (g) Components of N¯ , planar flow (h) Components of V¯∗ , planar flow
relative to the model with the IBOF closure (Chung et al.
2002). The model with the 1000 discrete fibers is about
8 times slower, and the model with the quadratic clo-
sure about 3 times faster, than the model with the IBOF
closure. Although the model with the quadratic closure
is the fastest one out of the three investigated models,
the use of it is not recommended, because it provides
qualitatively different results during the transient change,
than the discrete model which is treated as reference
(see Fig. 5b and c). The quadratic closure is exact for
highly aligned fibers, but not for arbitrary fiber orientation
distributions. The calculation with the IBOF closure is
slower than that with quadratic closure, but it provides
qualitatively the same results also during the transient
change as the discrete reference model (see Fig. 5b and
d). The differences and similarities are plotted in Fig. 5
only for the case of a shear flow (21). Similar quali-
tative differences and similarities are observed also for
the three other investigated flow cases. Because of the
above mentioned reasons, the use of the fiber orienta-
tion tensors with the IBOF closure is recommended for
use.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of the two models. The components of the stress tensors are compared in these figures for the four investigated flow cases. The
continuous lines represent the homogenized model and the dashed lines the model with the optimal coupling parameter Noptp (a) Shear flow (b)
Elongational flow (c) Compressional flow (d) Planar flow
Sensitivity of the viscosity
Instead of discussing the component plots of the
four investigated cases in detail, a coherent, artificial
parametrization of N¯ , N¯ and V¯∗ is considered, with the use





3 + λ 0 01
3 − λ2 0
sym. 13 − λ2
⎞
⎠ (22)
is set up such that λ = 0 describes the isotropic fiber
orientation and λ = 2/3 the unidirectional one. N¯(λ) is
calculated here with the IBOF closure, and V¯∗(λ) with the
two-step homogenization described in this paper, based
on the fiber orientation tensors N¯(λ) and N¯(λ). Notice
that N¯(λ) is linear, but N¯(λ) and V¯∗(λ) are not linear in λ,
see Fig. 6a–c. It is difficult to interpret the change of the
components of V¯∗ also in Fig. 3b, d, f, h and in Fig. 6c.
To demonstrate the meaning of the change of the com-
ponents of V¯∗, dimensionless effective scalar viscosities
are extracted from the dimensionless effective viscosity
tensor, analogously as it is done in (T Böhlke 2001) for
the shear modulus. For this extraction, the definition of a
plane and of a direction in this plain is necessary. Let p
denote the normal vector of the plane, and d denote a
chosen direction in this plane. The dimensionless effective
shear viscosity in the plane p, in the direction d is η¯∗s (p,d)
which is determined by
η¯∗s (p,d) =
1
2M(p,d) · (V¯∗)−1[M(p,d)] ,
M(p,d) = √2(p ⊗ d + d ⊗ p)/2.
(23)
Note that V¯∗ is singular, because of the assumed incom-
pressibility and it is inverted on its non-singular subspace,
analogously as Pα is inverted for (5). The dimensionless
effective scalar viscosity η¯∗s (p,d) can be imagined as a
four-dimensional surface. The three independent coordi-
nates of η¯∗s (p,d) are the two angles determining p and one
angle determining d in the plane. The fourth, dependent
variable is η¯∗s . Instead of the four-dimensional surface,
a two-dimensional representative slice of it is depicted
in Fig. 6d which represents η¯∗s (p,d) for the case that
both p and d lie in the x-y plane. In Fig. 6d, p is the
radial direction, and d is tangential to it (p · d = 0).
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Fig. 5 Relative calculation times and closure approximation. The calculation time of the discrete model and of the model with quadratic closure
relative to the calculation time of the model with IBOF closure is depicted in subfigure a. The subfigures b, c and d represent the evolution of the
components of the second order fiber orientation tensor N¯ for the case of a shear flow, with identical isotropic initial conditions. Notice the
qualitative difference and similarity between b-c and b-d, respectively (a) Relative calculation times (b) Evolution of N¯ with discrete model (c)
Evolution of N¯ with quadratic closure (d) Evolution of N¯ with IBOF closure
Fig. 6 Sensitivity of the viscosity. The component of N¯ , N¯ and V¯∗ in dependence of the parameter λ. In the case of λ = 0 the fiber orientation
distribution is isotropic, and by λ = 2/3 it is unidirectional. Subfigure (d) show the direction dependent shear viscosity in the x-y plane, for the
isotropic, and the unidirectional case (a) Components of N¯(λ) (b) Components of N¯(λ) (c) Components of V¯∗(λ) (d) η¯∗s (p,d) for iso. and ud. case
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The three curves represent the matrix (black circle), the
effective isotropic (cf = 30%) and the effective uni-
directional (in x-direction) scalar viscosity belonging to
the proper p-s and d-s. The introduced model predicts
that due to adding 30V/V% fibers to the matrix mate-
rial, the effective isotropic viscosity increases to 1.7-fold
of the matrix viscosity (blue circle). Considering the
unidirectional fiber orientation state in x-direction, two
maximum and two minimum “directions” are observed
(orange curve). The maximum is about 1.9-fold matrix
viscosity and the minimum is about 1.1-fold matrix vis-
cosity. The model predicts the two maximum “direc-
tions” in fiber direction and perpendicular to it. The
minimum “directions” have the angle ±45◦ to the fiber
direction.
Beside the actual fiber orientation distribution and the
velocity field of the flow, the local fiber volume con-
tent, the spatial and temporal change of the temperature,
together with the curing grade, have also remarkable
effects on the effective viscosity. These effects can be
taken into account with the extension of the introduced
model by making Vm and V¯ud dependent on the listed
effects.
Conclusions
A mean field theory based effective linear viscosity model
is introduced for short fiber reinforced polymers based
on a two-step homogenization method. The presented
model can handle arbitrary anisotropy of the effective
viscosity which is caused by the evolving orientation dis-
tribution of the fibers. The numerical implementation of
the introduced model with fiber orientation tensors cal-
culates about eight times faster than the same model
calculating with 1000 fiber orientation vectors. The use
of the fiber orientation tensors is highly recommended
for an efficient calculation even with the arising clo-
sure approximation. The effective direction dependent
scalar shear viscosity is 1.1 to 1.8 times higher than the
matrix shear viscosity at 30% fiber volume fraction. For
each matrix-fiber suspension, the effect of the direction
dependency has to be compared to the effect of the tem-
perature change and to the effect of the deformation
rate dependency of the matrix shear viscosity to decide
whether the direction dependency has a remarkable effect
on the flow of the suspension, or not. With the assump-
tions that the matrix material is incompressible and the
fibers are rigid, the presented model gives qualitatively
the same results as the phenomenological model used for
comparison. A possible way to consider the anisotropic
viscosity of fiber reinforced polymers is given in this
paper.
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